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It is the â€˜pay as you goâ€™ plan in a prepaid subscription that lets you call cheap to people who matter to
you irrespective of where they are located. Saving money on your monthly calls all depends on the
network operator you choose, the special tariff vouchers you use, and availing of offers from time to
time. Just moving to a mobile phone store for a prepaid connection and blindly choosing a tariff plan
will not serve your purpose. Make a comparative analysis and accordingly choose the best. The
network operator with the most number of subscribers may not facilitate you to call cheap always.
Choose one that offers cheap tariff vouchers round the year to your advantage, one that levies low
charges for roaming in India, one that facilitates you to make free phone calls, enjoy free SMS, and
more.

It is no surprise if you come across a tariff plan in the market that starts at denomination as low as
Rs. 5. Yes, you can call cheap to people who matter to you for Rs. 5 only and enjoy a validity of one
day. Today, most network operators offer sim for free with free talk time. It will be wise on your part
to not get lured by such schemes. After all, you will certainly not want to switch from one network
operator to another only because you want to call cheap every time. This is where conducting some
research yourself or just asking at the mobile store that will serve your purpose of choosing the best.
Many a mobile phone brand has tied up with network operators offering free sims and talk times
along with the mobile handsets they sell.

If you happen to use a prepaid sim card with no balance, you cannot enjoy roaming in India. Leave
about the outgoing calls; you cannot even receive incoming calls! Do remember to recharge your
mobile before you go roaming in India. Well, charges for roaming in india are levied by all network
operators. There was a time when moving out of your circle and yet staying connected was an
immensely expensive affair. Today, a maximum of Rs. 1.50 is levied no matter which part of the
country you visit. Minimum charge for roaming in India, especially for local incoming and outgoing is
60 paise per minute.

Thanks to the online recharge phenomenon; you need not worry about your prepaid sim card
running out of balance. No matter where you are, you can get an online recharge of your mobile
phone done instantly with the denomination of your choice. Subscribers do gain a competitive
advantage with online recharge. Yes, you may come across a network operator that provides extra
talk time with online recharge at its corporate site. For example, you can get Rs. 90 talk time for Rs.
80, Rs. 200 talk time for Rs. 170, Rs. 410 talk time for Rs. 340, and Rs. 580 talk time for Rs. 470 â€“
the larger the denomination amount, more is the talk time you enjoy.
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